
Our company is looking to fill the role of branding manager. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for branding manager

Maintain the brand & trademark assets
Leads planning, production and distribution of marketing assets to promote
TA&O globally
Assists in the review of project proposals to determine goals, time frame,
funding limitations and procedures for accomplishing project
Reports on project activities, changes in scope, challenges and requirements
between our team and internal stakeholders as a strategic tool in keeping
implementers and decision makers moving toward consistent, business- or
mission-focused goals and objectives
Communicate with team on ongoing status, milestones, and project risks
Audit processes & procedures in order to find opportunities for improvement
and increased efficiencies
Establish a clear content strategy, creating and curating authentic, compelling
content and messaging (landing pages, videos, blogs, career sites)
Define methodologies for the collection of quantitative and qualitative
customer insights, project-manage the fielding activities (potentially via third-
parties) and support the analysis and interpretation of results
Support the development of a coherent brand strategy, architecture and
positioning, in order to build a credible and successful offers for customers
Set guidelines for the development of product-specific packaging, designed
to consistently communicate the brand story, solve customer pain points,
ensure products get delivered without damages, and minimize packaging
materials/waste
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Clear understanding of the role of brand identity, experience working to
implement, activate and extend brand systems
Must have strong partnering skills and be able to work across all levels of the
organization and across multiple countries, effectively collaborating with
multiple stakeholders
Able to work to tight deadlines, manage through ambiguity, manage multiple
projects at once, be willing to challenge the status quo and maintain
professionalism under pressure
Skilled in influence management and effectively gaining consensus for new
approaches
Strong understanding of – and ability to articulate – organizational goals and
objectives
Minimum of 10 years’ experience in a communications role or related field


